Important Notice!

These General Terms of Service shall apply to all registered or unregistered users, visitors, physicians, providers, clinics or any other participants of the prp-therapy.com website, available at prp-therapy.com. Along with all supplemental documents you have expressly agreed to, these Terms of Service constitute a single, legally binding document between you and MediNet Infosolutions. By accessing and using www.prp-therapy.com, you are hereby compliant and expressly AGREE to all conditions contained in these Terms of Service, and thus find them reasonable. Furthermore, your behavior on this Website is at ALL times governed and subject to these Terms of Service, Privacy Policy and all auxiliary documents you are given access to, and thereby acquainted with.

MediNet Infosolutions LLC is an owner company and provider of prp-therapy.com (abbreviated: “The Service” or “MediNet Infosolutions”), is a legitimate and legally bound Service, registered in the respective U.S. Company Registry. All business and transactions done via MediNet Infosolutions have the appropriate consent from state authorities, and are in accordance with the applicable statutory provisions of U.S., State of Delaware Law.

References in these documents to MediNet Infosolutions, “We” or “Us” mean MediNet Infosolutions and prp-therapy.com, or (if different) an owner Company or another Parent or Daughter Company that is conducting the specific Sale and/or any successors and assigns there to.

References to “You”, “Your” and “User” mean the person, group or other entity utilizing MediNet Infosolutions.

By visiting, displaying, accessing or using MediNet Infosolutions’ Website prp-therapy.com and/or Software, You are hereby compliant to all provisions including the express terms and restrictive covenants these General Terms of Service and MediNet Infosolutions’s other legal documents and/or notifies include, and thus find them to be reasonable. If you do not find these provisions reasonable, please stop using this Website and/or Services. Deletion of your Profile information is also required. Unless you do so, you WARRANT that you are compliant to these Terms of Service and provisions to which you are properly notified via Our Website. Furthermore, you hereby INDEMNIFY MediNet Infosolutions, its owners, Company Stakeholders, Subsidiaries, Offices, Partners, Employees, Management or Administrative Team, other Representatives and all future individuals or legal persons involved with MediNet Infosolutions, in respect to any losses possibly suffered in connection to the prp-therapy.com Website, Software, Content and Services. MediNet Infosolutions, being a private entity does NOT support intolerant behavior and does not promote any type of penal activity.

You Warrant that you are of legal age at your respective jurisdiction, and have full capacity to enter into this contractual relationship with MediNet Infosolutions. If you are under the age of 18, please refrain from using prp-therapy.com. We reserve the right to verify the age and supervision from adults in case a minor has accessed the website. We reserve full discretionary rights as stated bellow in situations in which a breach of this Warranty occurs.

These Terms of Service govern your usage of the website at all times. Usage of this Website is however allowed anywhere that jurisdictions allow and find the offered services legal, and your capacity as sufficient in entering into this agreement with MediNet Infosolutions.

The content displayed on this Website are for Information purposes only. Please note that nothing of the information displayed on this Website is intended to be a substitute to medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. We therefore encourage consulting a physician or certified health provider for any questions you may have in connection with a medical condition.

GENERAL TERMS OF SERVICE

I. Scope of Service

1. PRP-Therapy.com, provided by MediNet Infosolutions, is a website, which serves as a informational platform for persons considering, seeking or receiving PRP medical treatments where legal and recognized under valid law, doctors and clinics which assist these patients or potential patients, providers of PRP treatments where permitted and licensed by law and other related suppliers or interested parties. This platform shall be used for informing these parties about the availability of PRP treatments. Please note that none of the information displayed on this Website is to be considered medical advice. We reserve the sole right of discretion for adding or removing topics on our Website which we deem inappropriate, according to Subsection 9 of Section I of this Agreement. Usage of this Service is strictly forbidden in jurisdictions where medical these treatments are illegal, not legalised or unrecognized by law. You attest that you are not an employee or agent of any media or law enforcement agency, and warrant that you shall not use this Website whilst in official capacity. MediNet Infosolutions does NOT grant permission for usage of the information displayed on prp-therapy.com.

2. Registration and Profile

Users, for the purposes of visiting and browsing our Website may or may not have a registered account. Please note that some aspects of functionality of prp-therapy.com, provided by MediNet Infosolutions LLC are to be limited without having a registered account. Upon registration, some information may be required from you in order to set up a basic, preferred or preferred plus profile. For the
purposes of purchases, please see the “Orders and Payment” subsection. The personal information that may be required from you is your contact details (such as, without limitation: name, e-mail address, office address, country/state, telephone number) and your billing details (such as, without limitation: the billing credentials as per your preferred way of purchasing services from MediNet Infosolutions). You hereby warrant that the information you provide is accurate and up-to-date. Physicians, medical providers or clinics with a registered profile must inform MediNet Infosolutions in writing immediately should they be law prohibited to offer PRP Therapy (i.e. loosing their medical licence). Providing with false information is considered a material breach of these Terms of Service, as well as auxiliary documents, for which full Discretionary rights are reserved by the Service as per Section I.9. of these Terms of Service. The Website allows for several categories of users to be registered, such as, without limitation: general users, patients, doctors or physicians.

3. Disclaimer
MediNet Infosolutions’ website prp-therapy.com, content and services are all provided “as is”. MediNet Infosolutions does not unilaterally provide any express or implied terms, representations, warranties or conditions. MediNet Infosolutions, its employees, stakeholders, offices, agents or other representatives are further not liable, to the maximum extent permitted by law for any: direct, indirect, special or consequential loss; business or private losses, including: income, savings, or profit loss, loss of contract, loss of goodwill or representations loss, warranty loss, data corruption, personal loss.

The aforementioned limitations are voided in the exclusive case that MediNet Infosolutions has willingly voided its limitation of liability in a specific Set of Terms and/or Contract. Limitations apply in the case that MediNet Infosolutions had been advised of the potential loss. MediNet Infosolutions does not take any responsibility for the unreasonable behavior of visitors and/or third parties. Furthermore, MediNet Infosolutions does not take any responsibility for publishing any content, which is not in any way meant to constitute and/or provide any type of professional advice. MediNet Infosolutions is further not responsible in any way, to no extent in the unlikely case of severe host and/or server failure or breach, or any other Vis major, which is not in scope of MediNet Infosolutions’ ability to control. This disclaimer cannot and will not exclude any warranty or liability implied by U.S. governing law, will not exclude and/or limit any warranty or liability which is illegal or unlawful to limit or exclude in compliance with U.S. Governing law. You hereby understand this liability limitation statement, and are fully compliant with it in its entirety.

4. Disclaimer on professional advice
No information on prp-therapy.com is meant to be construed as a medical or other kind of professional advice. If you have health concerns, please consult a medical professional. The Service, as a facilitator of communication of mutual interested parties, cannot verify every information provided on the Service, nor has the professional capacity to do so. Please consult a professional for any information recieved through/ought the submissions available on this Website to verify their validity.

5. Personal information requirements
Any forms you fill will notify you of the range of publication of specific personal information details. Keep in mind that sensitive information cannot be published on the Internet. You hereby agree to cross-borders transfers of your information. Any personal information necessary for the registration and/or your identification while entering into contract (acquiring) a specific service or subscription provided by MediNet Infosolutions through this Website will be used only for the purposes of registration, identification and/or possible delivery.

The personal and business information provided in order to set up a basic, preferred or preferred plus profile, is used to set up your public profile. You hereby allow MediNet Infosolutions to use this information to prepare an individual profile.

Please refrain from sharing personal health information on the contact form provided to Preferred and Preferred Plus subscribers.

Personal information collected by MediNet Infosolutions is primarily used to customize your profile.

6. Continuity of the Service
MediNet Infosolutions reserves the right to discontinue any portion of the whole service with or without previous notice. MediNet Infosolutions is not to be held liable for such discontinuance. In the event of discontinuation the monthly subscription will be terminated effective the following month.

7. Warranty
You hereby warrant in full legal capacity, that:
- You are in full capacity and eligible to enter into this contract with MediNet Infosolutions
- You are aware of the following:
  - The PRP treatment may have different results on different patients
  - Ask your physician if PRP Therapy is the right treatment option for you
8. Regular Usage of Service

This Subsection is to apply to all users, regardless of their category. Except when stated differently in Sections II, III or IV, these Usage Terms are to apply to each and every user visiting, displaying, registering or accessing this Website. You hereby agree that you are going to use this Website, Content and Services reasonably. You agree that you will withhold of any actions that can cause or could cause damage to MediNet Infosolutions’ Website, Software, Content and/or Services. You and every person you authorize with, using Your Account may not engage in any activity which may result in lowering the overall quality of the Website and Services offered therein. You and other people authorized to use your respective User Account will also withhold of any activity that may cause nuisance, or in any other way prevent any other Users from using the provided Content and Services. Any and every person shall further withhold of any actions which are recognized by law as unlawful, illegal, fraudulent or harmful towards MediNet Infosolutions’ Website, Software, Services or Functionality, and shall not, in any way promote this type of illegal activity, under the penalty of civil and penal provisions of the applicable US law. MediNet Infosolutions’ Website, Content and/or Services are not to be used for distribution of Spyware, Trojan Horses, Root kits, Keystroke Loggers or any type of Malware whilst utilizing MediNet Infosolutions, its Software and/or Services, under the penalty of the U.S. Governing civil and/or penal provisions. You and individuals Authorized to use Your User Account shall also withhold of any systematic or automated information and data collection activities, including data harvesting, limitation scraping, data mining and other similar activities without the consent of the Website’s administrators under the penalty of privacy protection statutes under U.S. Governing law. Any consent issued by the Website’s administrators on data collection will be fully coherent with the U.S. Governing law and in compliance with this Website’s set of legal documents. In the event such consent is possible to issue, due to statutory provisions by U.S. Governing law, any eventual consent will be issued in paper form upon previous request, and as such will be subject to further notification of the Website’s visitors, customers and/or Users. Without the required form and previous notification of Users, any consent given by MediNet Infosolutions in regards to data collection is null and void. This Website is not to be used for marketing purposes without the Website administrators’ consent. Such consent will be issued in proper form, in full compliance with the Privacy Policy and U.S. Governing law. One shall not transfer, sublet or otherwise dispose of their respective rights and obligations. You shall further not engage in unacceptable behavior, namely: - harassment, threatening or intimidating another User, - transmitting any unlawful, threatening, abusive, offensive, defamatory or hateful text or voice communication or images and/or other material, any ethnically or racially objectionable material, or any material infringing intellectual property, privacy and/or publicity rights of any third party or abusing. MediNet Infosolutions reserves the rights to: - Restrict access to certain areas of this Website, which are not meant to be available for visitors, consumers and/or Users; - Further disable access to certain areas of this Website in full discretion of the Website’s administrators, under full discretion without a previous notice or explanation; - Restrict access to other areas of this Website, in case of violation of these provisions. These restrictions are in full MediNet Infosolutions’ discretion, and can be issued without explanation or notice.

9. Discretional Rights

Methods of preventing further damage or nuisance towards other Users may, MediNet Infosolutions’ staff or other third parties towards which Users have committed a breach of their rights include: - Suspension or Termination of Your User Account with or without previous notification; - Temporary or permanent Bans from Our Websites with or without previous notification; Other methods MediNet Infosolutions’ staff/administrators see fit. Further note that MediNet Infosolutions, in dealing with specific breaches of these provisions, does exclude bringing up civil and/or penal legal action against an individual or group, whom or which have taken part in this type of behavior. Note that MediNet Infosolutions may disclose Your personal information in the NECESSARY range under U.S. Governing law in connection with any current or future legal proceedings in order to constitute or defend its respective rights or in case MediNet Infosolutions needs to comply with the demands (namely formal requests) of appropriate State authorities.

II. Advertisements, offerings, listings

1. Discretional Rights in regards to profiles

The Service may refuse or remove any profile as it deems fit, with or without previous notice. The Service cannot guarantee the placement, ranking or popularity of the offerings or listings listed on the Website. The Service reserves the right to ranking the profiles at its own discretion.

2. Warranty

You are solely responsible for keeping accurate, non-misleading and non-libelous information on the profile. You hereby represent and warrant that the information provided via submission of any kind which is addressed to an unlimited number of users which visit the Website is accurate and kept up-to-date.

You further warrant that your offered (medical) service, provided as information to MediNet Infosolutions is legal.
You hereby indemnify and hold MediNet Infosolutions, its shareholders, owners, managers, director, staff, affiliates, licensees and licensees or other persons connected to MediNet Infosolutions harmless from losses, claims or other liabilities connected or arising out of any breach by you or your agents or principals of the foregoing representations or warranties or any covenant applicable to your profile.

3. Communication facilitation
External communication outside the Service, namely contacting users which have offered listings on the Website by means of e-mail or other protocols which do not fall under regulation of the Service’s scope are at your own risk and responsibility. MediNet Infosolutions cannot warrant that this information and e-mails are received throughout these protocols.

4. Unfair competition clause in regard to listings
If we are to receive notices regarding the accuracy or libelous nature of your profile either by registered users, visitors or your competitors, as well as notices that you engage in unfair business practices, breaches of consumer or patient rights, partake in any practice which breaches regular business practices in the scope of your respective work, such complaints will be prompted to you in order for them to be justified. We do not exclude the rights to prompt this matter to the authorities regulating unfair business practices and consumer protection, and reserve full discretionary rights of discontinuance of your subscription service.

III. Paid membership profiles

1. Paid memberships (profiles) for Doctors, Clinics and other Providers

Paid subscriptions (basic, preferred or preferred plus) which have been removed on grounds of breaches of the rules set forth in this document shall not be, in any way, manner or form, refunded, given their failure to comply with the terms set forth.

All paid monthly subscriptions (basic, preferred or preferred plus) shall continue until terminated by a 30 day notice, by email to info@prp-therapy.com.

You hereby agree to pay all fees or charges made available to you with the service. By clicking the „sign up now“ button you are directed to a third party payment processing provider. Separate terms and conditions apply.

Please note that all services automatically renew for succeeding periods of time, unless you decide on discontinuance or cancellation of the paid service. A 30 day cancellation notice applies.

Certain Services may require you to prequalify according to applicable law guidelines in order to be eligible for such service, whether directly provided to you by the Website, or indirectly, through other Users registered on your Website. Due to the fact that MediNet Infosolutions may not be able to verify or evaluate the warranties or representations you may make, or any information you provide, the Website shall provide the Services in reliance on the accuracy of such representations and warranties, as well as the provided information.


In order to set up a paid membership profile with prp-therapy.com, certain personal and/or business information is required. You should expect to provide contact information (name, e-mail, office address) and financial information (billing credentials). This information will be utilized in no other way than billing purposes, contact purposes or authorization, regarding submitted Orders. Upon purchasing a paid profile from MediNet Infosolutions, you may be prompted to an authorized third-party website, in which a contract with your specifics is to be generated. Please note that the specifics in the checkout are to supersede any previous offers made on prp-therapy.com. MediNet Infosolutions utilizes Third-party credit card processing Companies to bill you for ordered Services. These Third-party Companies do NOT retain, share, store or use personal information for any other purposes than billing. Upon submitting a successful payment, a sale is concluded.

This service, as a legal person bound by ethics and etiquette, will disclose any security breaches which might occur on this website in the case such breach does occur and our Staff acquires knowledge of it. Users registered and all other possibly affected parties shall be notified via the information provided on this Website. If MediNet Infosolutions does not disclose such a breach knowingly and within a reasonable time period from such an occurrence, Users may seek relief from the Service.

IV. Copyright Policy

1. Reverse Licensing Grant

Upon sharing your personal and/or business information, you retain all proprietary rights. You hereby grant MediNet Infosolutions a Universal, Worldwide, non-Exclusive, Royalty-free, Transferable License to be used for the basic, preferred or preferred plus profile. These licenses granted by are perpetual and irrevocable. The licenses are not valid for profiles which have or had been terminated in writing. Please note that this license is only granted to MediNet Infosolutions in order to feature or display the profile on prp-therapy.com
1. The DMCA Act

This Service’s Content is primarily original, unless stated and/or attributed otherwise. The site’s Content is created, gathered, modified and/or published with respect to the Authors (Licensors) in accordance with all U.S.’s governing law and international intellectual property law standards. MediNet Infosolutions, together with the Authors (Licensors) owns and controls all the copyright and/or other intellectual property rights of the complete Content on the prp-therapy.com Website. All the copyright and/or other intellectual property rights regarding this Website’s full Content (including, but not limited to sections of this Website which are or are not available to the general public, registered Users, persons with authorized access to specific sections of the Website etc.) are reserved. Unilateral statements voiding partial or full reservation of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights are null and void. All eventual further licensing and/or transfers of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights regarding the design, Content and/or functionality of this Website can only be transferred via a binding agreement between MediNet Infosolutions, requiring express consent towards the transfer of these rights to third parties upon their previous request, which is made available to this Website’s visitors. MediNet Infosolutions DOES NOT warrant that Licenses would be issued to any person, group and/or other third party without a previous formal request. MediNet Infosolutions DOES NOT WARRANT that Licenses will be issued to any person, group and/or other third party AT ALL. Note that any unilateral transfer of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights are null and void. Any breach of Content and intellectual property law provisions, sanctioned by U.S. governing law does not exclude the possibility of MediNet Infosolutions treating the issue in a way it sees fit. Note that legal action against the individual or group involved in such a breach is not excluded. If you are a copyright owner or an agent thereof and believe that any User Submission or other content infringes upon your copyrights, you may submit a notification pursuant to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) by providing our Copyright Agent with the following information in writing: - A physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed; - Identification of the copyrighted work claimed to have been infringed, or, if multiple copyrighted works at a single online site are covered by a single notification, a representative list of such works at that site; - Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or access to which is to be disabled and information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to locate the material; - Information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to contact you, such as an address, telephone number, and, if available, an electronic mail; - A statement that you have a good faith belief that use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; - A statement that the information in the notification is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that you are authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Notifications of claimed infringement should be sent via e-mail, post or fax. You acknowledge that if you fail to comply the aforementioned requirements, your DMCA notice may not be valid. If you believe that your User Submission that was removed (or to which access was disabled) is not infringing, or that you have the authorization from the copyright owner, the copyright owner’s agent, or pursuant to the law, to post and use the content in your User Submission, you may send a counter-notice containing the following information to the Copyright Agent: - Your physical or electronic signature; - Identification of the content that has been removed or to which access has been disabled and the location at which the content appeared before it was removed or disabled; - A statement that you have a good faith belief that the content was removed or disabled as a result of mistake or a misidentification of the content; - Your name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address, and a statement that you will accept service of process from the person who provided notification of the alleged infringement. If Your counter-notice is received by the Copyright Agent, MediNet Infosolutions may send a copy of the counter-notice to the original complaining party informing that person that it may replace the removed content or cease disabling it in 10 business days. Unless the copyright owner files an action seeking a court order against the content provider, member or user, the removed content may be replaced, or access to it restored, in 10 to 14 business days or more after receipt of the counter-notice, at MediNet Infosolutions’ sole discretion.

V. Proprietary rights of the Service

1. Express Licensing Grant

MediNet Infosolutions hereby grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferrable license to use of this Website’s content and services. This license limited to personal use, and is further limited according to any Terms or Contract MediNet Infosolutions stipulates with you. Applicable Licensing Terms may be displayed at an accessible place or visible to you.

2. Copyright Notice. Inquiries for copyright infringement. Actions taken against individuals infringing copyright or other proprietary right.

This Website’s Content is primarily original, unless stated and/or attributed otherwise. The site’s Content is created, gathered, modified and/or published with respect to the Authors (Licensors) in accordance with all U.S. governing law and international intellectual property law standards. MediNet Infosolutions, together with the Authors (Licensors) owns and controls all the copyright and/or other intellectual property rights of the complete Content on the Website. All the copyright and/or other intellectual property rights regarding this Website’s full Content (including, but not limited to sections of this Website which are or are not available to the general public, registered Users, persons with authorized access to specific sections of the Website etc.) are reserved. Unilateral statements voiding partial or full reservation of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights
are null and void. All eventual further licensing and/or transfers of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights regarding the design, Content and/or functionality of this Website can only be transferred via a binding agreement between MedinNet Infosolutions, requiring express consent towards the transfer of these rights to third parties upon their previous request, which is made available to this Website’s visitors. MedinNet Infosolutions DOES NOT warrant that Licenses would be issued to any person, group and/or other third party without a previous formal request. MedinNet Infosolutions DOES NOT WARRANT that Licenses will be issued to any person, group and/or other third party AT ALL. Note that any unilateral transfer of copyright and/or other intellectual property rights are null and void. Any breach of Content and intellectual property law provisions, sanctioned by U.S. applicable law does not exclude the possibility of MedinNet Infosolutions treating the issue in a way it sees fit. Note that legal action against the individual or group involved in such a breach is not excluded.

VI. Other Contract Provisions

1. Disclaimer

PRP-Therapy’s website, content and services are all provided “as is”. MedinNet Infosolutions does not unilaterally provide any express or implied terms, representations, warranties or conditions. MedinNet Infosolutions, its employees, owner(s), stakeholders, offices, agents or other representatives are further not liable, to the maximum extent permitted by law for any: direct, indirect, special or consequential loss; business or private losses, including: income, savings, or profit loss, loss of contract, loss of goodwill or representations loss, warranty loss, data corruption, personal loss. The aforementioned limitations are voided in the exclusive case that MedinNet Infosolutions has willingly voided it's limitation of liability in a specific Set of Terms and/or Contract. Limitations apply in the case that MedinNet Infosolutions had been advised of the potential loss. MedinNet Infosolutions does not take any responsibility for the unreasonable behavior of visitors and/or third parties. Furthermore, MedinNet Infosolutions does not take any responsibility for publishing any content, which is not in any way meant to constitute and/or provide any type of professional advice. MedinNet Infosolutions is further not responsible in any way, to no extent in the unlikely case of severe host and/or server failure or breach, or any other Vis major, which is not in scope of MedinNet Infosolutions’ ability to control. This disclaimer cannot and will not exclude any warranty or liability implied by U.S. Governing law, will not exclude and/or limit any warranty or liability, which is illegal or unlawful to limit or exclude in compliance with U.S. Governing law. You hereby understand this liability limitation statement, and are fully compliant with it in its entirety.

2. Jurisdiction

If any provision of these Terms of Service is, or is to be found by an appropriate authority, unenforceable under U.S. Governing law, that will not affect the enforceability of any other provisions of these Terms of Service. These Terms are written in compliance with U.S. Governing law and international standards. The Parties agree to solve all disputes or controversies in a manner other than filing court actions. Alternative dispute-resolution prevents statute barring the rights and obligations arising from this Agreement. If these dispute-resolving methods prove unsuccessful, they are to commence court proceedings. If any provision of this Agreement is, or is to be found by an appropriate authority, unenforceable under governing law, that will not affect the enforceability of any other provisions of this Agreement. The parties covenant that the applicable and usable law according to which this agreement will be governed will be the law of U.S. Subsequently to the aforementioned, U.S. Law will regulate all disputes or litigation arising from the content of this contract or its execution, accordingly.

3. Indemnification

You hereby agree to indemnify and hold MedinNet Infosolutions, it’s owner(s), Company, Representatives and Partners harmless from and against any loss, cost, damage and expense, including but not limited to: attorneys’ fees and court costs, arising directly or indirectly from your use of the prp-therapy.com Website, software or services and/or Your breach of any representation, warranty or restriction contained in this agreement.

4. Interpretation guidelines

This agreement is not to be in favor of a weaker party, as there is not such party under this specific contract. Due to the fact that both the Service and the Users have high bargaining powers in stipulating a contract with each other, as well as several dozens of options for customizing the user experience, we believe that this agreement, even if it is a main framework for the functioning of this Service, is a collection of the basic rules and guidelines all Services of this type abide by.

5. Waiver

You hereby waive all rights to any: Direct, Indirect, Consequential, Incidental, Punitive or Special damages arising out of the usage of the prp-therapy.com website, including and or all features available, regardless of the form or claim or theory of recovery, regardless of the foreseeability of such damages. In no event, is MedinNet Infosolutions or its agents, officers, managers and stakeholders liable for any damages arising out of fraudulent, unlawful or tortious acts of any third party, results of mistakes, omissions, interruptions or deletion of files, delays in operations or delays in transmissions, inability to access this Website, resulting from unauthorized access to this Website and its functionalities, or resulting from your reliance on any opinion, assertion or other discussed and available matter in the form of offering or submission on the Website. You further agree that, notwithstanding the general limits and disclaimers set forth herein, should the Service be found liable to you for any monetary
damages relating to or arising out of the prp-therapy.com website, such damages shall be limited to US $500 (five hundred) in the aggregate.

6. Miscellaneous
Each doctor, clinic, provider, or other advertiser or listing owner agrees that MediNet Infosolutions may host the Website or retain a copy of the data comprising such materials outside of the United States.

7. Continuity
In the event that MediNet Infosolutions goes through a business transition (merger, acquisition, sale of assets etc.), your personal information and content uploaded by you will likely be among the assets transferred accordingly to the title of transfer under which the information and content are being owned or used by the Service (ex. If you, as a Creator, have licensed your submission to the Service in order to be displayed, this right will be transferred to the party included in the business transaction with MediNet Infosolutions). You will be notified via e-mail of any such change of ownership of your personal information. MediNet Infosolutions reserves the right to discontinue any portion of the whole service with or without previous notice. MediNet Infosolutions is not to be held liable for such discontinuance. Any concluded sales will survive the discontinuance of these Terms of Service, and are to be executed on behalf of MediNet Infosolutions. In case of change of our General Terms of Service or Privacy Policy, we will notify you on this Web page, by e-mail, or by means of notice on our Home Page. These Terms, along with all supplemental documents you have expressed your consent to (either expressly or conclusively) is constructed to violate consumer rights, so long the Terms set within these documents are not unilaterally breached by Users.

8. Document as a whole
These Terms of Service reflect the policy of MediNet Infosolutions in regards to your usage of the prp-therapy.com Website. They are further intended to inform MediNet Infosolutions’ Users of the possible results of breaches of these Terms, in regards to using this Website, Software and/or Services. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us via e-mail.

9. Consumer Protection Clause
Unless stated otherwise in this document, the information provided by you in whilst using MediNet Infosolutions shall be used only for the purposes of contacting you regarding the Scope of Service which the Company provides, or for the purposes of eventual billing. Nothing in the Terms of Service, Privacy Policy, Disclaimer or any associated documents you express your consent to (either expressly or conclusively) is constructed to violate consumer rights, so long the Terms set within these documents are not unilaterally breached by Users.

10. Headings
Headings arranged in numerical and contextual value have been used in this document. Please note that these headings are inserted for mere convenience, and the names do not have to necessarily produce legal effect.

11. Ascent
You hereby conclusively enter into this agreement by repeated usage of this Website. If you find any of these provisions unreasonable, please refrain from further usage of this Website.
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